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Sures of Substantial magnitudes are built up.
The resonant chamber is coupled to a suitable
mechanical-electrical transducer such as a piezo
electric element which, when actuated by the
preSSures in the resonant chamber, behaves as a
generator of electric current which may be drawn
off and Supplied to a load. Thus a simple and

This invention relates to prime sources of en
producing electrical or vibratory energy from the
gravitational energy of a hydrostatic pressure
ergy and more particularly to a novel systein for

head.

An object of the invention is to convert hydro
Static energy into electrical energy in a direct and

simple manner.
Another object of the invention is to convert

direct conversion is effected, first from hydrostatic

vibration.

in turn converted into electric energy by the high
frequency pressure responsive transducer.

energy of a liquid coiumn into hydrodynamic en
hydroStatic energy into hydrodynamic energy of 0. ergy of pressuire waves, while time latter is then

Another object of the invention is to produce
electrical energy without the use of massive ro
tating mechanical parts.
Still another object of the invention is to utilize
the energy of high frequency pressure Waves to
eXcite an electromechanical transducer such as a
piezoelectric element.

The invention will be fully understood from the

following detailed consideration of some pre
ferred embodiments thereof, taken in conjunc
tion. With the appended drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a Sectional diagram of the apparatus
and a Schematic diagram of the electrical circuit
of a vibratory System for converting hydrostatic
The phenomenon known as “water hammer'
has been known for generations. It has generally 20 energy into electrical energy;
Fig. 2 is a sectional diagram of a modified ar
been regarded as an annoyance to be tolerated or
rangement of a part of Fig. 1;
as a difficulty to be circumvented by the ingenuity
Fig. 3 is a partial end view taken on line 3-3
of hydraulic engineers. It has been put to prac
of Fig. 2, being principally, however, a diagram
tical use in one instrumentality, the water ram,

wherein the sudden closure of a valve in a pipe
in which water is flowing combines with the in
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ertial mass of the flowing water to raise a portion

of the water to a higher level. This device is in
general very wasteful of water, makes no use of

the transitory high frequency wave energy which
follows the shock of valve closure, and is, fur
thermore, restricted to comparatively low fre
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matic showing of the relationships of the nozzles,

and of the cross-sectional shape of the chamber
carrying Said nozzles;
Fig. 4 is a sectional diagram of the apparatus
and a schematic diagram of the electric circuit
of a modification of Fig. 1 adapted principally

for operation at lower frequencies than Fig. 1;
Fig. 5 shows an alternative construction for a
part of Fig. 4; and

quency operation.
In accordance with the invention in one of its

Fig. 6 shows another alternative construction

aspects the water hammer principle is embodied :
in a new instrumentality of greater efficiency,

for another part of Fig. 4.

w

Referring now to Fig. 1, a vessel or chamber
is provided of rugged pressure-resisting material
While in another aspect the considerable avail
such as steel. It is closed at one end by a pres
able high frequency water hammer energy is
sure-responsive valve which may be a sheet of
converted into electrical energy to be supplied
to any desired load. In still another aspect, prin 40 spring steel 2 fixed to one part of the vessel Wall
as at 3 and bearing, when closed, tightly and
ciples which have long been well known in the
snugly against a valve seat 4, which may be con
Wind musical instrument art are taken over and
tinuous With the vessel wall, under the influence
applied to the hydraulic art and to the art of
of its own elastic strains. In the figure the valve
power generation with consequently greatly ii
proved efficiency due to the difference between the 5 is shown by broken lines in the closed position
and by full lines in the open position. The ves
characteristics of the liquid medium and those
sel is substantially closed at the opposite end by
of the air or gas medium.

a light, rigid member such as an aluminum plate
5. The plate is not fixed to the inside walls of the

In accordance with the invention a fluid such

as water is intermittently admitted to and dis

charged from a vessel containing a resonant
chamber by way of a rapidly oscillating valve,

giving rise to oscillating pressures within the
chamber. By the proper dimensioning of the
component parts the chamber is made resonant

at the desired frequency so that dynamic pres

5)

vessel but is free to move in the fashion of a
piston at least over short distances. To the
far side of the plate are fixed the ends of a con

siderable number of piezoelectric crystals 6, the
55

other ends of which are similarly fixed to a

nassive, rigid backing block T. The latter may
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4.

be mounted on and supported by a skirt 8 mov
ably engaging with a skirt 9, which may be an

justed as by a handwheel 24 and a threaded shaft

known principles of construction and operation.
Corresponding electrodes may be connected
- electrically in parallel and to one terminal of the

slightly. Immediately water starts to escape

25 which engages with a nut 26 fixed to a projec
tion from the vessel Wall.
extension of the outer walls of the chamber i.
The assembly comprising the backing block, the
Further details of the structure of the appara
crystals 6, the plate 5 and the skirt 8 may be is tus will be better understood after the ensuing
moved bodily inward or outward of the chamber 8,
discuSSion of its operation.
correct positioning being effected as by turn
In Operation, the cut-off Valve 9 is opened and
buckies O.
Water or other suitable fluid is admitted to the
The piezoelectric crystal elements 6 may be cut
chamber under preSSure. The pressure may
from any suitable mother material, for example 0. have any desired value but should not exceed two
aminonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP) to vi
atmospheres, else injury to the apparatus by
brate in their fundamental longitudinal mode.
cavitation may occur. As the pressure is grad
This material and the manner in Which it should
ually increased up to the operating point, the hy.
be cut are described and claimed in United States
droStatic preSSure inside the chamber pushes out
patent to Mason 2,450,010, September 28, 1948. li). ward against the spring steel valve 2, but the
The crystal lengths may be Substantially one
Spring tension in the valve at first Suffices to
quarter of the wavelength of a compression wave
hold it in place against its seat 4. As the op
in the Crystal material. Each one is provided on
erating value of pressure is reached, the water
either side with a conducting plate or film ,
pressure inside the vessel just balances the ten
which serves as an electrode in accordance with
Sion in the Spring valve 2 and the valve opens

primary winding of a transformer 2, the other
terminal of which may be connected to the op
positely located crystal electrodes d'. The Sec
ondary winding of the transformer 2 may be
connected to supply a desired load 3 and, if di

through the narrow passage formed between the
valve 2 and its seat 3. Due to the inertial char

acteristics of the water this flow does not start

off instantaneously at its full value but acceler
ates gradually. Now it is well known that the

pressure against the walls of a conduit through

which a liquid is flowing rapidly is less than that
which would obtain were the liquid at rest. This
phenomenon is known as the "Bernoulli effect',
after the name of the Swiss Scientist who first
investigated and analyzed it. Due to this effect
the outward pressure on the valve 2 is less while
sulates the electrodes and the conductors from
the water is flowing through the passage than
one another. Among other oils, castor oil is suit 35 it is When the Valve is closed. Therefore, the
able for this purpose. To avoid the necessity of
Valve 2 having opened due to water pressure in
sealing the plate 5 to the inside walls of the chain
Side the vessel, the spring tension of the valve
ber f, the Same oil f is Supplied on both sides
Soon Suffices to overcome the static pressure and
of the plate 5, hydrostatic pressures being equal
the Valve commences to close once more. As the
ized by leakage past the plate 5, that is, between 40 valve closes, the passage through which the wa
the periphery of the plate 5 and the inner walls
tei' escapes is more and more constricted. As
of the chimber . The Ci! extends to a dia
the constriction of the valve proceeds, the speed
phragm S which may be a Simple sheet of rub
of lineal flow through the passage increases while
ber, or the like, Which is Sealed in any desired
the volumetric flow of course decreases. Thus
manner to the inner walls of the chamber in
the pressure in the opening is more and more re
leak-proof fashion. It may thus be easily de
duced as the valve closes until it is fully closed,
flected under the influence of unbalanced hydro
whereupon the flow is arrested with a sudden
statie pressures Without substantially modifying
jerk or hammer effect, the pressure rises very
the operation of the apparatus while still serv
Suddenly to its original value, and the full cycle
ing to separate the oil 5 which lies to one side 50 is repeated.
of it from the water which lies to the other side
Thus the Spring valve 2 when properly ad
of it.
justed, opens and closes periodically after the
To the left (in the figure) of the diaphragm
fashion of a vibrating reed, permitting the water
6 stands a mass of water
which enters the
to escape through the passage between it and
chamber from an intake pipe i8 by way of a the Seat 4 in sharp spurts.
manually adjustable cut-off valve 9 and a filter
AS above Stated, closure of the valve 2 is ac
20. The water mass
is retained in the vessel
companied by an increase in the pressure on its
under static conditions by the force of the spring inner face While opening of the valve is accom
steel valve 2 but can escape by Way of the opening
panied by a reduction of such pressure. The
rect current is desired, a rectifier | 4 of conven
tional design may be interposed.
Because the crystals 6 may be injured by coin
tact with water, it is desirable to surround them
with oil which serves as a protection and also in

between the valve 2 and its seat 4 when the valve
2 is deflected from the position shown in broken
lines to the position shown in full lines.
The croSS-section of the chamber may be cir

60 cyclic recurrence of these increases and reduc
tions in pressure at the surface of the valve are

propagated away from the valve surface in the

form of pressure waves. Each pressure wave
cular or rectangular or may have any other shape
travels axially of the vessel through the water
as desired. Its dimensions, which are related to 6, 7, the diaphragm f6 which opposes only a
the manner in which the apparatus operates,
negligible impedance to its passage, and through

will be discussed hereinafter.

the oil 5 to impinge on the aluminum plate 5.
The length of the free-swinging portion of the
The latter is a hard, rigid reflecting surface and
Spring valve 2 may be adjusted as by position
it therefore reflects the wave without change of
ing a roller 2 against it in a desired location. 70 phase back again toward the valve 2. When

The roller may be mounted on a bracket 22 ar
ranged for movement in a direction parallel to

the dimensions of the vessel are such that the

reflected wave returns to the valve 2 at just the
the surface of the spring valve, being restrained instant that the valve is closing so that a new
against movements in any other direction as by pressure wave is starting from the valve 2, these
guides 23. Its position may be manually ad 7 waves become cumulative, and standing waves

5
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are formed in the vessel with nodes or high pres
Sure regions at the valve 2 and at the aluminum
plate 5. These pressure waves may contain sub
Stantial amounts of Vibratory energy.
To obtain this standing wave condition it Suf

fices that the time required for the full travel of
one wave from the valve to the aluminum plate
5 and to return shall equal the period of vibra
tion of the valve itself or an integral multiple
thereof. This time depends principally on the

?í

6

the water flow is arrested with a sudden jerk or
hammer effect, thus giving rise to an impulsive
increase in pressure inside the vessel in the
neighborhood of the reed. The operation is there
fore almost precisely like that of a clarinet, dif
fering Substantially only in the type of fluid
medium. It should be recognized that Fig. 3 is
diagrammatic to the extent that it does not
show the reed which is related to each nozzle or
the precise appearance of the nozzle as seen

propagation speed of sound in the propagating
liquid, here mostly made up of water, which
speed varies very little with variation in condi
tions such as temperature, pressure and the like.
Therefore, in order to make the periods equal,

from the right, so as, for instance, to take ac
count of the tapering conformation of the cross
section. It is thought that, in view of the num
ber of the nozzles, a more detailed showing would
be more confusing than instructive. This pres

applicant prefers to adjust the period of the
valve. This may easily be accomplished in ac
cordance with the invention by movement of

sure increase travels axially of the vessel as de
Scribed above, is reflected and returns to the plane

bratory energy which does not affect the crystals,
it suffices to provide a filter tuned to the fre

should be selected to match. Final adjustment
can be made in any convenient manner but is

of the plate 30 on which the reed valves are
mounted, and operation continues as described
2 J in connection with Fig. 1.
It is characteristic of such a beating reed that
it can vibrate with Substantially equal effective
neSS at any frequency within a relatively wide
range. Therefore, the reeds 32 Will attune them
form of plane waves of the fundamental mode, 2 5 selves to and vibrate at the resonant frequency
of the water oil-column 5, 7 in the chamber
in order to abstract as much as possible of this
energy by vibration of the crystals 3, the diameter Without difficulty.
For best results, it is desirable that the nat
of the vessel , assuming its cross-section to be
circular, or its shortest side, if rectangular, should ural frequency of Wibration of each of the crystals
not exceed one-half wavelength. This restric- : 6 coincide with the natural period of vibration
of the water-oil column 5, in the chamber f.
tion is fully explained in “Electrical Transducers
and Wave Filters” by W.P. Mason (Van Nostrand To this end, the Crystals should be initially cut
to the proper length for operation at the desired
1942).
frequency, and the dintensions of the vessel
In order further to prevent the escape of vi

the tuning roller 2 to adjust the length of the
vibrating portion of the valve 2. This is
analogous to the adjustment of the length of the
beating reed of an instrument such as the clarinet
by the lips of the player.
To preserve the pressure wave energy in the

quency of vibration, in the intake line f8. A
pair of oppositely arranged closed end branch
pipes 29, each one-quarter wavelength long,
measured from the axis of the intake pipe f8,
and positioned one-quarter wavelength above the

preferably made by adjusting the length of the
Water-oil column in the vessel . . i?o this end,

suitable and simple form of filter consists of a

the crystal array, with its mounting block, may

is Well known in the acoustic art and is fully ex

be moved axially into and outward of the vessel
as by adjustment of turn buckles 40. To pre
vent accumulation, positive or negative, of oil 5
under these circumstances, and consequent de
flection or bulging of the diaphragm 6 in one
direction or the other, oil may be added to or
extracted from the oil chamber by Way of the
oil intake line and stop cock 34.

ments of Acoustical Engineering' by H. F. Olson

standing wave vibrations at the lowest natural

inner wall of the vessel f, measured to the axes
of the branch pipes. The theory, construction,
and operation of such a filter, which permits free

passage of a steady non-vibratory flow of water,
plained in many publications, for example, “Ele
(Van NOStrand 1940).

Various types of valving arrangements may be
employed in the apparatus. One less simple to
construct than the spring 2 of Fig. 1, but which
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When the water in the Wessel is in a state of

frequency, the middle regions of the vessel Sup
port the greatest Water movement whereas the
two ends support the greatest dynamic pres
sures. Therefore, the ends of the vessel are
planes of high impedance. The high pressures

operates with even more suddenness and there
fore with greater efficiency, is illustrated in Figs. : bearing against the aluminum plate 5 actuate
the crystals 6 and set them into longitudinal Wi
2 and 3. In this construction there are mounted
bration. Because the crystals are each of a length
on a rigid end plate 39 of the vessel an array
equal to Substantially One-Cuarter of the Wave
of inwardly projecting nozzles 3i, each having a
closed inward end but a central axial tubular

passage which connects with a hole in one side

wall. An elastic beating reed 32 is rigidly at
tached to the base of each of these nozzles 3.
The reeds 32 are adjusted to stand slightly away
from the side openings in the nozzles when the

pressures on both sides of the reeds are alike.
In operation, therefore, when water is first ad
mitted to the vessel, it immediately starts flow

ing through the passages between the reeds and

the nozzles. As it gatherS Speed, the pressure on
the inward side of each reed is reduced in a C
cordance with the Bernoulli effect, so that the

reed tends to close the side opening. This still
further increases the lineal velocity of the liquid
and still further tends to close the opening.

Finally the opening becomes tightly closed and

length of the longitudinal vibrations of the crys
tall, the ends of tha crystals 6 which are fixed to
the aluminum plate 5 undergo the greatest move
ments while the other ends, fixed to the rigid
backing plate Ti, undergo substantially no move
ment. Thus, the outer ends of the crystals 6 lie
in a plane of Comparatively iower impedance than
the backing plate ends. However, because the in

trinsic impedance of the crystal as a medium is
far in excess of the intrinsic impedance of Wa
ter or oil as a medium, a goodi impedance match

may be obtained between the high impedance end

of the Water-oil column B, T and the loW im

ps dance ends of the crystals 6. The characteris
tic impedance of ADP crystal material is 600,000
mechanical ohms per Square centimeter and the
resonant impedance looking into the free ends

2,531230
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of quarter wave crystals of this material is about condition of compression travels outward to the

one-fifth - as great, õr 12ô,000 mecha?i?al ohms

far ends of both resonator pipes 35, 35, is there
reflected by the diaphragms 39, 39, and returned

per sqüare centimeter. The characteristic im

pedance of water or oil is about 150,000 mechani
if the ends of the crystals G substantially fill the
area of the plate 5, a good impedance match is
call ohms per square centimeter. Consequently,

to the valve 2. Meantime the Sleeve Wave 42
5

obtained, and an efficient energy transfer will re

sult.

The speed of sound in water or oil is about
4,400 feet per second. At a frequency of 10,000

cycles per second the full wavelength is only 44
feet or 5.2 inches, and the half wavelength only
2.6 inches. These Small dimensions make for
some awkwardness of construction and therefore
it is recommended that at frequencies of the order
of 2,000 cycles per second or more the apparatus

be operated at one of its harmonics.
With a construction substantially equivalent
to that illustrated in Fig. 1, an apparatus has
been constructed which operates at a frequency
of 10,000 cycles per second, with high efficiency,

delivering one kilowatt of electric energy and
drawing a flow of 36 cubic feet of water per minute
under a static head of 15 pounds per square inch
above-atmospheric pressure. The vibrating water
oil column 5, 7 was one full wavelength, or 5.2

O

5

aS preSSure respons. We mechanical electrical
transducers. Indeed, for lower frequencies, other
types of transducers, for example, the electro
magnetic type, are preferable. Fig. 4 shows a

modification of the invention which is suitable
for use at frequencies of the order of 60 to 200
cycles, per second. Two resonant chambers or
tubes 35, 35' are provided which may be formed

of standard steel piping, connected together and
to a combination intake and discharge pipe 36 by

way of a standard T-section coupling 37. Each
tube is filled with water 33 and is one-half wave

length long, i.e., at a frequency of 200 cycles per
Second, 11 feet in length. he ends of the tubes
are closed by metallic diaphragms 39, 39 to the

pipes 35, 35, for a second round trip. Thus to
maintain a standing wave condition in each reso
nator pipe, it is only necessary to operate the slide
valve 2 in such a way that the port 49 is opened
to the intake 43 slightly after the low pressure
point of the operation cycle and open to the dis

charge 37 one-half cycle later. Thus water is

20

admitted at the instants when the hydrostatic
pressure in the stand-pipe A6 outside the valve

$2 exceeds the pressure in the resonator pipes 35,
The coils 52, 53’ may be connected in parallel

35’.
25

by way of leads 59 to the primary winding of a
transformer 5 , of which the secondary winding

Sipplies electrical energy to a load 52. If direct

current is desired, a rectifier 53 may be inter

inches in length. The apparatus thus provides a
Very compact, as well as a simple, rugged and in

expensive Source of electric energy.
The invention is not inted to Such high fre
quencies or to the use of piezoelectric crystals

Will have reached the opposite position at which
the intake passage 6 is closed and the discharge
paSSage ii is open. This permits some Water to
eScape. At the same time, since the port 49 is
Sinall compared with the area of the junction
pipe 38, a large portion of the energy of the re
turning wave is reflected back into the resonator

30

35

posed. A portion of the energy derived from the
coils is, 3 may be fed back from the transformer
33, by way of an adjustable phase controlling de
vice 55 to operate the synchronous motor 44, or
to control the operation thereof, and so control

the Water input to the System.
If it be desired to make use of piezoelectric crys
tai elements at low frequencies in place of the
elect:Poi:Hagfletic devices of Fig. 4, this can be ac
COisplished in various ways. For example, the

resonator pipes may be terminated in composite

40

piezoelecti’ic elements of the type which respond
to fiexural distortion. Such elements are of many
types, Several of which are shown in Sawyer Pat
ent 2,105,101. Fig. 5 shows one end of one of the
resonator pipes 35 of Fig. 4, along the section
X-X, Iinodified in this way. Here the piezoelectric

crystal assembly inlay consist of a pair of plates
55 of piezoelectric material such as Rochelle salt,
amžmonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP) or the
outer face of each of which is fixed a coil 40,
like, external electrodes 56, connected together
40' of wire mounted and disposed to be moved
and to one of the leads 59, and an internal elec
by the diaphragm in the annular air-gap of a ; trode 5 connected to the other of the leads 5.
magnet 4f, ?i tiº. The magnetis may, of course, be
The asserably may be held in place in any con
electromagnets if desiredi but the permanent mag
Verient manner, for example, between a shoulder
nets shown offer a certain convenience.
53 which may be integral with the pipe 35 or may
Walving action may conveniently be secured by
be a threaded ring Screwed into the pipe 35, and
a Slide valve 42 which controls both intake and
a SCrew Cap 9. Diaphragms 62 of rubber or
exhaust of the water 38. The slide valve may be plastic may be employed to protect the crystals
arranged to be reciprocated by an eccentric 43
55 from the water 38, and to prevent short-cir
Which may be dr. Wen by a synchronous motor 44.
cuiting of the electrode 56 by the cap 59.
The pipe 36 may be divided by a septum 48 which
The rei Rainder of the apparatus may be similar
Separates the intake portion 46 from the dis 60 in all respects to the apparatus of Fig. 4 and may
charge portion 47.
operate in the saline way.
Another Way in which piezoelectric elements
As it moves backward and forward, a port. 49
which is cut through the slide 42 exposes the
may be employed is indicated in Fig. 6, which
intake stand-pipe 56 and the discharge pipe 47
ShoWS a construction alternative to the portion
in alternation to the resonators 35, 35. When
of Fig. 4 lying to the right of the section Y-Y,
the Slide valve 42 is reciprocated at the proper
it being aSSuined that the structure to the left
resonant frequency of the resonators 33, 35’ the
thereof duplicates this structure. Here the pipes
following Sequence of operation takes place:
is are closed at their ends as by inactive reflect
ASStanie that the port A8 suddenly opens the
ing pipe capS 6A, while a multitude of piezoelectric
intake pipe 36. A Small amount of water passes O Crystal elements 62, each provided with a pair of
through the port and into the resonators 35, 35.
electrodes 63, 64 are distributed throughout the
Acting against both the elasticity of the water
volume of the resonator pipes 35. To avoid in
38 in the resonators and the elasticity of the dia jury to the crystals by water, it is preferable to
phragmas, which terminate the resonators, this
use a Suitable chemically inactive oil 65 as the
impulse sets up a compression condition. This 75 Wave supporting medium. To avoid the necessity

2,581,280
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of supplying oil as the ultimate power source, the
oil may be confined in the resonator pipes as by

3. A source of Oscillatory energy which com
prises a closed VeSSel, a flexible partition divid
ing Said vessel into at least two compartments
and Opposing a negligible impedance to the pas
Sage of Compression wave energy therethrough,

as lithiuin Sulphate (i-SO4-H2O).

a first fluid in One compartment, a second, and

diaphragins 3 of Some material such as artifi
cial rubber which is not injured either by water
or oil. The crystals 62 may be of a material Such

different, fluid in another compartment, a sup
ply of Said Second fluid, a tunable resonantly
Vibratable valve for periodically admitting fluid
from Said Supply to said second compartment and
discharging Said Second fiuid from said second
Compartment, to develop standing compression

(Operation takes place in the manner described
above i connection With Fig. 4. The rubber dia
phragins 6 offer only a negligible inpedance to
the passage of the wave energy, being deflected
outward and inward alternately as the water is
injected by way of the intake pipe A6 and dis
charged by way of the exhaust pipe 4. The con

Waves in Said two fluids, a baffle element in said

first fluid, and a plurality of hydrostatic pres
SUL re-responsive piezoelectric elements positioned
in Said first compartment and coupled to said

pression wave travels through the oil and among
the crystals to the ends of the pipes S5 where it

is reflected by the end caps, and returns. As in
the case of the apparatus of Fig. 4, a standing

first fluid through said baffle element.

4. A Source of OScillatory energy which com
prises a closed vessel, a flexible partition divid
ing Said Wessel into at least two compartments
and Opposing a negligible impedance to the pas
Sage of compression wave energy therethrough,
a first fluid in One compartment, a second, and

compression Wave of considerable annplitude is
thus set up in the resonator pipes and each of
the piezoelectric crystals is subjected to the pres
Sures of this wave and responds by the appear
ance of an electric charge on its electrodes. Cor
responding electrodes may all be connected in
parallel, and the electric charges may be with

different, fluid in another compartment, a sup
ply of Said second fluid, a valve for periodically
admitting fluid from Said Supply to said second

drawn as an electric current and be supplied by
way of the transformer 5 to the load 52. As With
the apparatus of Fig. 4, a portion of the energy
So derived may be fed back to the Synchronous
notor it to control the timing of the valve 2.
Various modifications of the arrangements
shown will Suggest themselves to those skilled in
the art as being within the Spirit of the invention
whose scope is defined in the appended claims.

30

means to positionally adjust a boundary element

What is claimed is:

of Said vessel and Said transducer element as
a unit to tune the vessel and contents to the

1. A source of OScillatory energy which com
prises a closed Wessel, a fluid within said vessel
capable of Supporting standing waves of a given
natural frequency and wavelength determined by
the dimensions of the Wessel, a port for admit

ting fluid under pressure into said Wessel, a flex
ible, reed-like Valve member adapted, aS in ac
cordance with the Bernoulli effect, to open and
close a passage in alternation under influence
of pressures within Said vessel and the flow of
said fluid through Said passage, a baffle element
in said vessel and fluid, a mechanical-electrical
transducer element coupled to Said fluid through

said baffle element, and means to positionally ad
just a boundary of said vessel, said baffle ele
ment, and Said transducer element as a unit to

tune the vessel and contents to said frequency,
Said transducer element also being dimensioned
to be tuned to said frequency.
2. A Source of oscillatory energy which con
prises a closed vessel, a flexible partition divid

ing Said Wessel into at least two compartments,

a first fuid within one compartment capable of
Supporting standing waves of a given natural frequency and waVelength determined by the di
mensions of the vessel said vessel being So di
mensioned as to accord with Said given frequency,
a Supply of a second, and different, fluid, a Water

hammer type of means for periodically admit
ting Said Second fluid to another compartment
and discharging said fluid from said second com
partment to develop standing waves in said first
fluid, a baffle element in said first fluid, and a

plurality of hydrostatic pressure-responsive piezo
electric elements positioned in said first compart
ment and coupled to said first fluid through
said baffle element.

compartment and discharging said second fluid
from Said Second compartment, to develop, as
in accordance with the water hammer prin
ciple, standing compressional waves in said two
fluids, a pressure-responsive mechanical-electri
cal transducer element coupled to said first fluid
by attachment to said first compartment, and

frequency of Said compressional Wave, said trans
ducer element also being dimensioned to be tuned
to Said frequency.

WARREN P. MASON.
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